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Abstract
A detailed description is given of the analysis of neutral kaons decaying to pi+pi−, based on the com-
plete data sample collected with the CPLEAR experiment. Using a novel approach involving initially
strangeness-tagged K0 and K0, the time-dependent decay rate asymmetry has been measured. This
asymmetry, resulting from the interference between the KS and KL decay amplitudes, has enabled
both the magnitude and phase of the CP-violation parameter, η+−, to be measured, with a precision
comparable to that of the current world average values.
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1 Introduction
The CPLEAR experiment, at the Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at CERN, has developed
a novel approach to the study of CP, T and CPT symmetries in the decay of neutral kaons. In this
approach, the strangeness of the neutral kaons at production is tagged and then decay-rate asymmetries
are measured for decays to a variety of final states. From these asymmetries, parameters describing the
violation of CP, T and CPT are determined with small systematic uncertainties [1].
In this paper we give a detailed description of the analysis of neutral kaons decaying to pi+pi−,
based on the complete data sample collected by CPLEAR between 1992 and 1996. From these data, both
the magnitude and phase of the parameter η+−, describing CP violation in this channel, are determined
with a precision comparable to that obtained from a combination of all previous experiments [2]. A
precise measurement of this parameter is of interest in its own right, but, in addition, a comparison
of its phase, φ+−, with the superweak phase, φsw, in combination with the values of other parameters
measured by CPLEAR, provides a stringent indirect test of CPT invariance [3]. Moreover, the CPLEAR
pi+pi− data, in conjuction with CPLEAR semileptonic data and results from other experiments at later
decay times, may be used to place limits on parameters describing the possible evolution of pure states
into mixed states, sensitive to physics at ultra-high energies [4]. A letter giving these results for η+− has
already been published [5].
In Section 2, the phenomenology of neutral-kaon decays to pi+pi− is described. In Section 3 we
describe the experimental method used to extract the parameter η+−. The CPLEAR experiment is pre-
sented in Section 4 followed by the event selection and comparison with simulated data in Section 5.
Corrections applied to the data are detailed in Section 6 and the final results are reported in Section 7. A
summary of the results and their significance is given in Section 8.
2 Phenomenology of neutral-kaon decays to pi+pi−
The strong and electromagnetic interactions conserve strangeness and have well defined strangeness
eigenstates K0 and K0. The weak interaction does not conserve strangeness and causes the two strangeness
eigenstates to mix (j(S)j = 2 processes) and also causes neutral kaons to decay to non-strange final
states (j(S)j = 1 processes). The time evolution of the K0-K0 state, including its decay products, is
described by the Schro¨dinger equation with a total Hamiltonian Hst +Hem +Hwk. The weak interaction
(Hwk) is much weaker than either the strong (Hst) or electromagnetic (Hem) interaction. Therefore a
perturbation calculation may beused to eliminate the explicit appearance of the decay products in the
time dependence of the neutral-kaon system, which leads to
jψ(t)i = a(t) K0 + b(t) K0 ,
satisfying
i
∂
∂t

a(t)
b(t)

= 

a(t)
b(t)

, (1)
where  is a complex, two-by-two matrix and is expressed in terms of two hermitian matrices M (the
mass matrix), and Γ (the decay matrix), as  = M − i2Γ. The diagonal elements of these matrices,
M11,M22,Γ11 and Γ22 signify the masses and decay widths of K0 and K0 respectively. The eigenvalues
of Eq. (1) are
λS,L = mS,L − i2ΓS,L
and the corresponding eigenstates are jKSi and jKLi, which have definite masses and decay widths,mS,L
and ΓS,L. Assuming any violation of T or CPT invariance to be small, these are given by:
jKSi = 1p
2

(1 + ε+ δ)
K0 + (1− ε− δ) K0

, (2a)
jKLi = 1p
2

(1 + ε− δ) K0− (1 + ε+ δ) K0

, (2b)
1
where the parameters ε and δ describe T and CP violation with CPT invariance, and CPT and CP violation
with T invariance, respectively. These are given by:
ε =
21 − 12
2λ
and δ =
22 − 11
2λ
,
with λ = λL − λS = m + i2Γ; m = mL −mS; Γ = ΓS − ΓL. The off-diagonal elements of
, jM12jeiφM − i2 jΓ12jeiφΓ and jM12je−iφM − i2 jΓ12je−iφΓ , are related to m and Γ as 2jM12j = m
and 2jΓ12j = Γ. The arbitrariness of the phases of the K0 and K0 states allows us to choose φΓ = 0 or
φΓ  1.
For initially pure K0 and K0 states, the solutions of Eq. (1) are:K0(t) = [f+(t) + 2δf−(t)] K0 + (1− 2ε)f−(t) K0
=
1p
2
[(1− ε+ δ)e−iλSt jKSi+ (1− ε− δ)e−iλLt jKLi] , (3a)K0(t) = [f+(t)− 2δf−(t)] K0 + (1 + 2ε)f−(t) K0
=
1p
2
[(1 + ε− δ)e−iλSt jKSi − (1− ε+ δ)e−iλLt jKLi] , (3b)
with the time-dependent functions given by f(t) = 12 (e
−iλSt  e−iλLt). If the amplitude for the decay
of a KS or a KL to a final state f is defined as
AfS = hf jHwk jKSi , AfL = hf jHwk jKLi , (4)
then for the decay of an initially pure K0 or K0 state at a time t = τ , we obtain from Eqs. (3–4):
hf jHwk
K0 = (1− ε)p
2
[(1 + δ)AfSe−iλSτ + (1 − δ)AfLe−iλLτ ]
hf jHwk
K0 = (1 + ε)p
2
[(1 − δ)AfSe−iλSτ − (1 + δ)AfLe−iλLτ ]
and the corresponding decay rates, R(R) =
hf jHwk K0(K0)t=02, are thus given by:
R(τ)
R(τ)
=
[1 2Re(ε)]
2


1 2Re(δ)jAfSj2e−ΓSτ + 1 2Re(δ)jAfLj2e−ΓLτ
e− 12 (ΓS+ΓL)τ

1 2iIm(δ)AfLAfSeimτ + 1 2iIm(δ)AfSAfLe−imτ

In the case of the decay to pi+pi−(f  pi+pi−) defining
η+− = jη+−jeiφ+− = AfL
AfS
=
hpi+pi−jHwk jKLi
hpi+pi−jHwk jKSi , (5)
where jη+−j  1, and Γ2piS = jAfSj2, the KS ! pi+pi− partial width, we have
R(τ)
R(τ)
=
[1 2Re(ε− δ)]
2
Γ2piS 

e−ΓSτ + jη+−j2e−ΓLτ  2jη+−je−
1
2
(ΓS+ΓL)τ cos(mτ − φ+−)

(6)
The interference term may be isolated by forming the decay rate asymmetry
A+−(τ) =
R(τ)− αR(τ)
R(τ) + αR(τ)
, (7)
with α = [1 + 2Re(ε− δ)]/[1 − 2Re(ε− δ)] = 1 + 4Re(ε− δ). We obtain:
A+−(τ) = −2 jη+−je
1
2
(ΓS−ΓL)τ cos(mτ − φ+−)
1 + jη+−j2e(ΓS−ΓL)τ
(8)
The use of this asymmetry to extract jη+−j and φ+− from the CPLEAR data is discussed in detail in the
next section.
2
3 Experimental method
In the CPLEAR experiment, the neutral kaons are produced by antiproton annihilation at rest in a
high-pressure, gaseous hydrogen target via the reactions:
pp ! K
−pi+K0
K+pi−K0 (9)
each of which has a branching ratio of  2  10−3. The conservation of strangeness in the strong
interaction dictates that a K0 is accompanied by a K−, and a K0 by a K+. Hence, the strangeness of the
neutral kaon at production is tagged by measuring the charge sign of the accompanying charged kaon.
For each initial strangeness, the numbers of neutral kaons decaying to pi+pi−, N(τ) and N(τ),
are measured as a function of the decay time τ , to form the asymmetry (7). However, the translation of
measured numbers of events into decay rates requires (a) residual background, (b) acceptance factors
which do not cancel in the asymmetry, and (c) regeneration effects to be taken into account.
(a) The amount of background, consisting of neutral-kaon semileptonic decays (see Section 6.3), de-
pends on the decay time τ and is important, with respect to the pi+pi− signal, only for late decay
times. To a high degree of accuracy, the amount of background is the same for initial K0 and K0
and hence cancels in the numerator, but not in the denominator, when using N(τ) and N(τ) to
construct the asymmetry, Eq. (7). Thus, the analytic expression for the asymmetry, Eq. (8), must
be modified to
A+−(τ) = −2
jη+−je 12 (ΓS−ΓL)τ cos(mτ − φ+−)
1 + [jη+−j2 +B(τ)]e(ΓS−ΓL)τ
, (10)
where Γ2piS B(τ)exp(−ΓLτ) is the decay-time dependent background, from either K0 or K0.1)
(b) The detection (tagging) efficiency of the K+pi− and K−pi+ track-pairs, ε(K+pi−)  ε(K0) and
ε(K−pi+)  ε(K0), respectively, are not the same, see Section 6.2. Hence, the measured number
of K0 decays, N(τ), should be normalized to the measured number of K0 decays, N(τ), via a
factor ξ = ε(K+pi−)/ε(K−pi+). Since this factor depends on the kinematics of the event, we give
each K0 event a weight dependent on the kinematics of the associated Kpi pair. As explained
in Section 6.2, the quantity α is incorporated into the event weights. Effects related to a violation
of charge symmetry in reactions (9) would be taken into account by this weighting procedure.
(c) The regeneration probabilities of K0 and K0 propagating through the detector material are not the
same, and this difference alters the measured ratio of K0 to K0 decay events. This is corrected by
giving each event a weight equal to the ratio of its decay probability when propagating in vacuum
to that when traversing the detector, see Section 6.1 for details.
Hence, each K0 event is given a total weight equal to the product of the separate weights due to the
relative normalization effects and regeneration, and the summed weight in each decay-time bin, Nw(τ),
is computed. Each K0 event is simply given a weight due to its regeneration correction and the corre-
sponding summed weights, Nw(τ), are determined. In the following Nw(τ) and Nw(τ) are referred to
as the measured decay rates. The measured asymmetry is then defined as
A
exp
+−(τ) =
Nw(τ)−Nw(τ)
Nw(τ) +Nw(τ)
. (11)
To take account of statistical uncertainties in the normalization and regeneration corrections and of cor-
relations between the magnitudes of these corrections and the fitted CP-violation parameters, we allow
the possibility of a further, overall normalization factor, k, multiplying Nw(τ). Thus, the asymmetry
A+−(τ ) , Eq. (10) , is set equal to [Nw(τ)−kNw(τ)]/[Nw(τ)+kNw(τ)] . Rearranging this, we see that
the measured asymmetry, Eq. (11), is given by:
A
exp
+−(τ) =
(k − 1) + (k + 1)A+−(τ)
(k + 1) + (k − 1)A+−(τ)
. (12)
1) The additional term in the numerator, 2Re(δ)B(τ )exp[(ΓS − ΓL)τ ], is completely negligible given the current limit on
Re(δ) [6].
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A fit is performed to the measured asymmetry using Eq. (12) with jη+−j, φ+− and k as free parameters.
In using Eq. (12) , we take advantage of the fact that the reactions (9) are strangeness conserving.
A small strangeness violation (not expected at a level to be relevant here) would result in a dilution of
the asymmetry and only affect jη+−j.
4 The CPLEAR experiment
As explained above, the essence of the CPLEAR method is the selection of the desired antipro-
ton annihilation channels, Eq. (9), from the dominating multipionic background and the identification of
the neutral-kaon strangeness by measuring the charge sign of the accompanying charged kaon. For this,
fast and efficient kaon identification is essential. Good particle identification is also necessary to distin-
guish between the various neutral-kaon decay channels. Decay-rate asymmetries must then be formed
for neutral-kaon decay times up to  20 τS, where τS is the KS mean lifetime. In order to accurately
measure the desired parameters from the relevant asymmetries, very high statistics are necessary. Finally,
in order to minimise neutral-kaon regeneration effects, the amount of material in the neutral-kaon decay
volume must be kept to a minimum.
The above criteria determined the design of the CPLEAR detector, which is shown in Fig. 1.
It had cylindrical geometry and was mounted inside a solenoid of length 3.6 m and internal radius 1
m, which produced a magnetic field of 0.44 T parallel to the antiproton beam. At the centre of the
detector antiprotons, with a momentum of 200 MeV/c from the Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR)
at CERN, were brought to rest and annihilated in a high-pressure gaseous hydrogen target. For data
taken up to mid 1994 the target was a sphere of 7 cm radius at 16 bar pressure. After that date it was
replaced by a 1.1 cm radius cylindrical target at 27 bar pressure. Identification of the charged kaon was
Magnet coils                 
CPLEAR Detector
200 MeV/c
p
Electromagnetic calorimeter
Proportional chambers
Streamer tubes
Drift chambers
Beam monitor 16 bar H2  target
1 m
Cherenkov and scintillator counters
A  support rings
Figure 1: A longitudinal view of the CPLEAR detector prior to mid 1994.
performed by a threshold Cherenkov counter sandwiched between two layers of plastic scintillator. The
Cherenkov radiator, liquid FC72, was chosen to give efficient pi/K separation in the momentum range
(< 800 MeV/c) of charged particles in this experiment. The two scintillators were equipped with ADCs
and the inner one with TDCs to give further particle identification via energy loss and time-of-flight
information. This system provided fast information to the trigger for online kaon identification and was
also used offline for pi/K and pi/e separation.
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The tracking of charged particles, to determine their charge signs, their momenta and the positions
of their production vertices, was performed by two proportional chambers, six drift chambers and two
layers of streamer tubes. The total material in the target and tracking chambers amounted to  300 mg 
cm−2 and  10−2X0.
An electromagnetic calorimeter, consisting of eighteen layers of lead interleaved with high-gain
streamer tubes, was used for photon detection and electron identification. The calorimeter had a total
thickness of  6X0.
Due to the small branching ratio of the desired annihilation channels, Eq. (9), and the need for
high statistics, it was necessary to run at high beam intensities ( 106 p/s). To cope with the high event
rate and select the desired events from amongst the multipionic annihilations, a multilevel trigger was
designed and built. It was based on custom-made hardwired processors which reconstructed the event
kinematics and identified the charged kaon in  6µs and gave an overall rejection factor of about 1000.
For data taken from 1995 onwards, a cylindrical proportional chamber (PC0) of 1.5 cm radius, which
had been installed together with the new target, was incorporated into the trigger. The decay of the
neutral kaon outside this chamber was guaranteed by demanding not more than two hits in the chamber.
This eliminated a large number of unwanted, very early decay-time KS decays as well as background
multikaon and multipion annihilations, and hence allowed the rate of useful events being recorded to be
significantly increased.
A more detailed description of the CPLEAR detector and trigger system may be found in [7].
5 Event selection and comparison with simulated data
The selection of events corresponding to the desired annihilation channels followed by the decay
of the neutral kaon to pi+pi− is performed by a set of topological cuts and constrained fits. The same cuts
are applied to both real and simulated data.
5.1 Topological filter
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Figure 2: Tracks with an SCS signature vs pT
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Figure 3: dE/dx vs pT for all tracks in the event
(Data).
In the first instance cuts are placed on the recorded events to verify that they correspond to the
desired annihilation channels, Eq. (9). These demand that the event should contain either 2 or 4 charged-
particle tracks with zero total charge. Cuts are placed on the quality of each track and the requirement
is made of at least one charged kaon candidate, defined as a track giving an SCS signature from the
scintillator-Cherenkov-scintillator sandwich and having a momentum component (pT) in the transverse
plane greater than 300 MeV/c. Figure 2 shows the pT distribution of tracks having an SCS signature
in simulated data. It can be seen that tracks below 300 MeV/c are almost exclusively pions, while those
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above 300 MeV/c are almost exclusively kaons. At least one kaon candidate is required to have an energy
loss, dE/dx, in the inner scintillator, S1, consistent with that predicted by the Bethe-Bloch formula for
a kaon having the measured momentum of this track. The dE/dx distribution in S1 versus momentum
is shown for all tracks in Fig. 3. This shows two distinct bands corresponding to pions and kaons, thus
enabling a good separation of these particles above 300 MeV/c. Finally, it is demanded that a satisfactory
vertex, well within the target volume, be formed between at least one kaon candidate and an oppositely-
charged track (primary vertex).
For the selection of neutral kaons decaying to pi+pi−, further topological cuts are applied. These
are:
– four charged-particle tracks in the event, including one surviving kaon candidate, which must have
a total momentum of at least 350 MeV/c.
– the charged kaon and associated (primary) pion, found in the offline analysis, must be the same
tracks as those used online to satisfy the trigger conditions.
– the track with the same charge sign as the kaon candidate must form a satisfactory vertex with
the remaining opposite-sign track (secondary vertex). For data taken with PC0 in the trigger, this
vertex must lie outside the radius of this chamber.
– no track should have an unphysical fitted momentum, i.e. less than 60 MeV/c, below which the
track would not reach S1, or above 1 GeV/c.
– the opening angles between the two tracks at both primary and secondary vertices should lie be-
tween 11 and 169.
The second condition, ‘track matching’, ensures that no event survives where the trigger conditions
were accidentally satisfied by tracks other than the true primary Kpi pair. The final requirement removes
events where the vertex position is poorly known due to tracks being almost parallel or back-to-back. It
also removes backscatter events and photon conversions.
5.2 Constrained fits
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Figure 4: 1C fit probability distribution for data
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Figure 5: 1C fit probability distribution for data
and Monte Carlo () above 10% probability.
In order to further reduce background from other annihilation channels and from other decay
channels of the neutral kaon, a series of constrained fits are applied to the events which survive the
topological cuts. These fits have the additional advantage that they considerably improve the decay time
resolution of the neutral kaon. The constrained fits applied are as follows:
 1C fit. This imposes the constraint that the missing mass at the primary vertex should equal the neutral-
kaon mass.
 4C fit. This imposes the constraints of overall energy and momentum conservation.
 5C fit. This is an extension of the 4C fit with the additional constraint that the invariant mass at the
6
secondary vertex should equal the neutral-kaon mass.
 9C fit. This combines the 4C and 1C fits with the additional contraints that:
– at each vertex, corresponding to the intersection of the two tracks in the transverse plane, the two
tracks should also have the same coordinate along the beam axis (2C).
– the neutral-kaon momentum should be colinear, in both transverse and longitudinal planes, with
the line joining the two vertices (2C).
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Figure 6: 9C fit probability distribution from
real data for initial K0 (closed circles) and K0
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track fit and from the 9C constrained fit. ()
Figures 4 and 5 show the probability distribution for the 1C fit for both real data and pi+pi−
Monte Carlo, normalized to the same total number of events. It can be seen that there are more data
events with low probability and correspondingly more Monte Carlo events with high probability. This
is because the data contains background events from other annihilation channels. A cut is placed on
this probability at 2.5% and on the 5C fit probability at 5%. A 5% cut is also placed on the 9C fit
probability. The difference in probability distributions between real and simulated data (Fig. 5) is not
important as the final results have very little dependence on the use of simulated data. Its only use is in
the determination of the neutral-kaon decay-time resolution correction and of the decay-time dependence
of the background/signal ratio. The final results have only weak sensitivity to both these quantities (see
Section 7.2). What is important, however, is that the probability distributions should be the same for
initial K0 and K0. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where the 9C probability distribution, after the cut at
5%, is shown for K0 and K0 separately. It can be seen that, to a very high degree of accuracy, the two
are the same. In order to keep the background/signal ratio below unity, tighter cuts are applied to the 9C
probability at late decay times. The probability cut increases from 5% at 11 τS to  60% beyond 17 τS.
The improvement in the neutral-kaon decay time resolution as a result of the constrained fits can be
seen in Fig. 7. Here, using simulated data, the difference is histogrammed between the true neutral-kaon
decay time and its measured value, using the track fit value and the value from the 9C fit. This im-
provement is largely due to an improvement in the momentum resolution of the primary charged tracks
and, hence, of the neutral kaon. This is demonstrated in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), 9(a) and 9(b), 10(a) and
10(b). These show respectively the charged kaon, primary pion and neutral-kaon momentum distribu-
tions from real data, using the track fit values, (a), and the 9C fit values, (b). The peak in the charged
kaon momentum distribution is due to pp annihilation into KK(892) with subsequent decay of the
K(892) to charged pion and neutral kaon. That in the primary pion distribution is due to annihila-
tion into pia2(1320) with subsequent decay of the a2(1320) into charged kaon plus neutral kaon.
Finally, that in the neutral-kaon distribution is due to annihilation into K0K(892)0 and K0K(892)0
with subsequent decay of the neutral K into charged kaon and charged pion. In all cases the decays of
these resonances, being due to the strong interaction, conserve strangeness and so do not affect the event
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Figure 8: Charged kaon momentum distribution for data after (a), track fit, and (b), 9C fit.
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Figure 9: Primary pion momentum distribution for data after (a), track fit, and (b), 9C fit.
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Figure 10: Neutral-kaon momentum distribution for data after (a), track fit, and (b), 9C fit.
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tagging. The improvement in the mass resolution of all resonances due to the constrained fit is clear to
see.
Figure 11 shows the invariant mass of the two particles at the secondary vertex, for real and sim-
ulated data, after all cuts. This has been calculated using the track fit momenta and shows excellent
agreement, over four orders of magnitude, between real and simulated data.
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Figure 11: Invariant mass at the secondary vertex for real (closed circles) and simulated (open circles)
data.
After the 9C fit, studies of simulated data show that the neutral-kaon decay time resolution varies
from 0.05 τS at early decay times to 0.11 τS at late decay times. A total of 7.0  107 events having a
measured decay time above 1 τS survive this selection procedure, with an estimated residual background
of 0.05%. The corrections which need to be applied to the measured numbers of K0 and K0 events
per bin of decay time, prior to forming the asymmetry, Aexp+−(τ), and the determination of the residual
background level are discussed in the next section.
6 Decay-rate corrections and background determination
6.1 Regeneration
The measured numbers of K0 and K0 events must be corrected for both coherent and incoherent
regeneration. These arise from interference between the inherent KS amplitude of the neutral kaon and
that regenerated from the KL amplitude by scattering in the detector material. This correction is per-
formed by giving each event a weight, equal to the ratio of its decay probability when propagating in
vacuum to that when traversing the detector.
This ratio depends on the magnitude and direction of the neutral-kaon momentum and on the
positions of its production and decay vertices and requires an accurate description of all the detector
materials traversed by the neutral kaon. It also requires knowledge of the forward scattering amplitudes
of K0 and K0 which are strongly momentum dependent. During dedicated data-taking in 1996, a carbon
regenerator was inserted into the detector, enabling us to measure these amplitudes [8]. In an earlier
paper [9], due to lack of knowledge of the amplitudes in the momentum range of this experiment (<
800 MeV/c), we used the calculated values of Eberhard and Uchiyama [10]. The measured values were
in good agreement with the earlier calculations but have enabled us to reduce the systematic error on the
size of the regeneration correction by a factor of more than three.
The semileptonic background is essentially not affected by the regeneration. Thus, once the level
of background as a function of the neutral-kaon decay time is known (see Section 6.3), the regeneration
weight, mentioned above, is corrected for the fraction of background at the decay time of each event. This
correction change the sizes of the regeneration corrections to the fitted results, by only about 10% of their
estimated uncertainties. This is because at early decay times where regeneration effects are significant,
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the fraction of background is very small, whereas at later decay times, where the background fraction is
large, the effect of regeneration corrections on the final fitted results is extremely small.
Separate regeneration corrections were calculated for the two hydrogen targets. For data taken
with the original, 16 bar target, coherent regeneration increases the value of φ+− by 3.5 and reduces
the value of jη+−j by 0.08  10−3. For data taken with the 27 bar target the corrections are smaller due
to the smaller distance of the target wall from the production vertex, φ+− being increased by 2.6 and
jη+−j being reduced by 0.05  10−3. The effects of incoherent regeneration are much smaller, reducing
φ+− by 0.11 and jη+−j by 0.003  10−3 for both targets. The errors on the sizes of these corrections
are discussed in Section 7.2.
6.2 Normalization of K0 and K0 decay rates
As mentioned in Section 3, the detection efficiencies of the K−pi+ and K+pi− pairs, used to tag K0
and K0 production, ε(K−pi+) and ε(K+pi−), respectively, are not the same, and ξ = ε(K+pi−)/ε(K−pi+)
is the ratio of the acceptances of K0 and K0 decays. This difference in efficiencies has two sources:
– slight geometrical imperfections in the detector which cause the detection efficiency of a track to
depend on its curvature sign. This also arises from biases introduced by the trigger, which assumes,
for example, that all particles originate from the centre of the detector.
– differences in the strong interaction probabilities of K+ and K−, and of pi+ and pi−, with the
detector material (principally the scintillators and Cherenkov counter), which cannot be handled
by Monte Carlo with the required accuracy.
The parameter ξ is determined using events with decay times between 1 and 4 τS, where statistics are
high, the proportion of background events is negligible (see Section 6.3) and CP violation effects are
small. In this decay-time range, for a bin of primary Kpi kinematical configurations, ~pK, ~ppi, we obtain
from Eq. (6), denoting by N1 and N1 the summed regeneration weights of K0 and K0 decays,
[1 + 4Re(ε− δ)]ξ(~pK, ~ppi)N1(τ j ~pK, ~ppi)
N 1(τ j ~pK, ~ppi)
 (1 + 4jη+−je 12ΓSτ cos(mτ − φ+−) .
Since the efficiency of detecting a pi+pi− pair from a K0 decay is the same as that from a K0 decay, ξ
depends only on the kinematics of the primary Kpi pair, and therefore has the same value at all decay
times. Hence, summing over all the decay times between 1 and 4 τS, we have
αξ(~pK, ~ppi)  [1 + 4Re(ε− δ)]ξ(~pK, ~ppi) (13a)
=
P
N1(τ j ~pK, ~ppi)P
N1(τ j ~pK, ~ppi)
(
1− f(τ) , (13b)
where f(τ) = 4jη+−je 12ΓSτ cos(mτ − φ+−). In this decay-time range, using world average values [2]
for the relevant parameters, the CP-violation term, f(τ), is always less than 4% and is known to a
precision of one part in 104. The dependence of αξ on any other Kpi-pair kinematical variables is simply
obtained from Eq. (13) by binning the neutral kaons in that variable, as for instance in Fig. 12.
Figure 12 illustrates the biases arising from curvature-dependent efficiencies mentioned above. In
Fig. 12(a) the quantity αξ(pT) is shown for each field polarity separately, as a function of the neutral-
kaon transverse momentum component, pT, and large differences are evident, due to the track-curvature
dependence of the tagging efficiency. In Fig. 12(b) the same quantity is shown for each curvature sign of
the charged kaon, i.e. αξ(pT) is built with the number of K0 events for one field polarity divided by the
number of K0 events for the other. It can be seen that the two ratios are now the same to within a few parts
per mil over the entire pT range. This shows that, for a given curvature of the charged tracks, geometrical
biases are identical for K0 and K0 events and cancel in the ratio. These biases are eliminated by frequent
reversals of the magnetic field polarity, every eight hours under steady data-taking conditions, so that
equal amounts of data are taken with each field polarity. Studies using high-statistics, simulated data
have shown that such curvature-dependent biases can be completely eliminated by adding the data from
the two field polarities. The K0 and K0 data samples to which we refer in the following are the result of
such addition.
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Figure 12: The dependence of αξ on the neutral-kaon transverse momentum pT, when (a) K0 and K0
events are measured with the same field polarity, positive (open circles) or negative (closed circles) (b)
K0 and K0 events are measured with opposite field polarities, so that the charged kaons have the same
curvature sign, positive (open circles) or negative (closed circles).
Figure 12(b) shows, as expected, a dependence ofαξ on the neutral-kaon pT, resulting from the de-
pendence of the primary Kpi strong interaction probabilities on their kinematics, to which the neutral-
kaon pT is correlated. This leads to a dependence of ξ on the neutral-kaon decay time, due to the correla-
tion between its momentum and decay time, which, in turn, is a consequence of the finite decay volume of
the detector: those neutral kaons with high momentum having shorter mean lifetimes than those with low
momentum. However, as explained above, for a given primary Kpi kinematics the detection efficiency is
the same at all decay times. Hence, a multi-dimensional table of event weights, in bins of the relevant Kpi
kinematic variables, is constructed, according to Eq. (13). In practice, it is adequate to produce the table
of event weights in only a subset of these variables, namely transverse and longitudinal components,
of the charged kaon momentum, ptK and p`K, and magnitude of the primary pion momentum ppi. The
quantity which is directly determined from Eq. (13) is [1 + 4Re(ε− δ)]ξ(ptK, p`K, ppi)  αξ(ptK, p`K, ppi).
This quantity is determined in bins of the primary Kpi variables and applied as a weight to the K0 decays
on an event-by-event basis, α being included in the event weights without explicitly needing to know its
value. In a first iteration, the world average values [2] for the CP parameters are used to calculate f(τ),
and the corresponding summed weights enter the fit procedure of Section 7. In a second iteration, we use
the values given by the fit. The fit results have very little sensitivity to the values of these CP parameters,
and there is no change in the fit values after the first iteration. The final summed weights of K0 and K0
events are denoted by Nw and Nw.
The effectiveness of the method is illustrated in Fig. 13 with respect to the neutral-kaon transverse
momentum pT and the separation of its production and decay vertices in the transverse plane, dT, the
two variables used in the determination of the neutral-kaon decay time. Summing the number of decays
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Figure 13: The ratios N1(pT)/N1 (pT) versus the neutral-kaon transverse momentum pT (a) before and
(b) after event weighting, and N1(dT)/N1 (dT) versus the vertex transverse separation dT (c) before and
(d) after event weighting. Note that the quantity displayed in (a) is in fact αξ(pT) for data summed over
the two field polarities.
in a pT bin, over all the decay times in the 1−4 τS range, we plot in Fig. 13(a) the ratio N1(pT)/N1 (pT),
where N1(pT) 
P
N1(τ j pT) and N1 (pT) 
P
N1(τ j pT)(1 − f(τ)), and in Fig. 13(b) the corre-
sponding ratio after giving each event its normalization weight, Nw(pT)/Nw(pT), where the denomina-
tor is built from Nw(τ j pT) instead ofN1(τ j pT). Figures 13(c) and (d) are the corresponding plots where
the data are binned as a function of dT rather than pT. The value of the overall normalization factor k
(see Section 3), left free in the fit of Eq. (12) to the data, Eq. (11), over the whole measured neutral-kaon
decay time range, is determined to be 0.9997  0.0004.
6.3 Background determination
Studies using high-statistics simulated data show that the only remaining source of background
events in the data sample, following the cuts detailed in Section 5, is semileptonic decays of KL. As
can be seen from Eq. (10), the quantity which is required to describe the background in the asymmetry
is B(τ)/jη+−j2, which is just the ratio of the KL semileptonic background to the CP-violating KL !
pi+pi− signal. The dependence of this ratio on the neutral-kaon decay time is determined from simulated
data and is shown in Fig. 14. Note that the overall background/signal ratio at late decay times, where
KS decays are negligible, is the same as that shown in the figure. But, at earlier decay times, the overall
background/signal ratio is much less than that shown, since the signal is dominated by KS decays.
The rapid decrease in background level between 11 and 14 τS is due to the tighter 9C probability
cuts applied at decay times beyond 11 τS, designed to keep the background/signal ratio at late decay
times to about unity (see Section 5.2). The curve shown is a fit to the simulation data, parametrising them
with a 5th order polynomial below 11 τS and a 3rd order polynomial above 11 τS. This parametrisation
of the background decay-time dependence is used in the fit to the experimental asymmetry with Eq. (10).
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Figure 14: Ratio of KL background to KL signal (KL ! pi+pi−). The continuous curve is a parametrised
fit to the simulation data points.
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Figure 15: The measured decay rate (acceptance corrected) for K0 plus K0.The continuous curve is a fit
to the data. The open circles show the calculated background level.
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The absolute level of background at any decay time is determined by three independent methods:
– from the relative acceptance of semileptonic and pi+pi− data and the known branching ratios for
neutral kaons decaying to these final states. This is the method used to produce Fig. 14.
– from a fit to the experimental decay rate for the sum of K0 plus K0 after acceptance correction.
– by leaving the background level as a free parameter in the fit to the experimental asymmetry with
Eq. (12).
The second method is illustrated in Fig. 15, which shows the measured (K0 plus K0) decay rate, cor-
rected for acceptance. With the decay-time dependence of the background fixed by the parametrisation
described above, a 3-parameter fit to the data is performed. The free parameters are the background
absolute level, the KS mean lifetime and the intercept at τ = 0. The result of the fit is shown by the
continuous curve. The value obtained for the KS mean lifetime agrees with the world average value to
within 1%, the precision expected from the accuracy to which the absolute acceptance of the detector is
known. This uncertainty on the absolute acceptance does not affect the fit to the experimental asymmetry
with Eq. (12), since the pi+pi− acceptance cancels between numerator and denominator. Only the ratio
of the semileptonic to pi+pi− acceptances enters, through the decay-time dependence of the background.
In the third method, the decay-time dependence of the background is once again fixed as above
but its absolute level is left as a free parameter in the fit to the experimental asymmetry with Eq. (12).
The three methods yield values in good agreement with each other. The absolute level of the background
is then fixed to the mean value obtained from the three methods.
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Figure 16: The measured decay rates for K0 (open circles) and K0 (solid circles) after acceptance cor-
rection and background subtraction.
7 Results
The two rates R(τ) and R(τ), Eq. (6), are the decay rates of CP conjugate states. Hence any
difference between them is direct evidence of CP violation. The measured decay rates, as defined in
Section 3, are displayed separately, for initial K0 and K0, in Fig. 16, after acceptance correction and
background subtraction, and clearly show the expected CP-violation effect.
The measured decay rate asymmetry, Eq. (11), is shown in Fig. 17 and is fitted by Eq. (12) with
φ+−, jη+−j, and k as free parameters. The decay-time dependence of the background, B(τ), is fixed to
the parametrisation described in Section 6.3 and its absolute level to the mean value obtained from the
three methods above. The values of ΓL and ΓS are fixed to the world average values [2], as also, normally,
is the value of m. Fits have also been performed with m as an additional free parameter.
The value obtained for φ+− depends on the value of m, varying as
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Figure 17: The measured decay rate asymmetry, Aexp+−(τ). The solid circles are the data points, including
residual background, while the continuous curve is the result of our fit.
φm+− = φ
<m>
+− + 0.300(m − < m >),
with φ+− in degrees and m in units of 107hs−1, but has negligible dependence on the value of τS. The
value of jη+−j depends on the value of τS as
jη+−jτS = jη+−j<τS> + 0.091(τS − < τS >) 10−3,
where τS is in ps, and has negligible dependence on the value of m.
Using for < m > and < τS > the world averages [2], < m >= (530.1 1.4) 107hs−1 and
< τS >= (89.34  0.08) ps, the results of the fit are:
jη+−j = (2.264  0.023)  10−3 ,
φ+− = 43.19  0.53 ,
k = 0.9997  0.0004 ,
where the errors are purely statistical and χ2/d.o.f. = 1.2. The result of the fit is shown as a solid line in
Fig. 17. Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between φ+−, jη+−j and k, given by the fit.
φ+− jη+−j k
φ+− 1 0.17 0.37
jη+−j - 1 0.65
k - 1
Table 1: Correlation coefficients for the fitted values in the case of fixed m.
An alternative way of presenting the data is given by the ‘reduced asymmetry’, Ared(τ) =
Aexp+−(τ)  e−
1
2
(ΓS−ΓL)τ
, as shown in Fig. 18. 2) The physics content of Fig. 18 is identical to that of
Fig. 17, but it emphasizes the low/medium decay time region where statistics are high and to which the
fit is sensitive, at the expense of the high decay time region where statistics are low and to which the fit
has little or no sensitivity.
If the value of m is left free in the fit, the result is m = (524.04.4stat3.3syst)107hs−1, in
agreement with the value (529.52.0stat0.3syst)107hs−1 obtained from the total sample of CPLEAR
2) It should be noted that the corresponding plot in [5] has a factor of two error in the vertical scale. What is actually shown
in [5] is 0.5Ared(τ ).
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Figure 18: The ‘reduced asymmetry’ Ared(τ) (see text) versus the neutral-kaon decay time. The contin-
uous curve is the result of our fit.
semileptonic data [11]; the correlation coefficient between m and φ+− is 0.92. The systematic errors
of this m measurement are discussed in Section 7.2.
7.1 Consistency of results
The data presented in this paper were taken in a number of separate data-taking periods between
1992 and 1995, data-taking in 1996 being devoted to special running to measure the neutral-kaon forward
scattering amplitudes. To check the internal consistency of the data, fits were performed for each data-
taking period separately. The results are shown in Fig. 19, together with the one-standard deviation error
ellipses of φ+− versus jη+−j, taking into account their correlations. The value of the overall χ2 is 10.3
for 12 d.o.f., showing that the results for each period are internally consistent within their statistical
errors.
7.2 Systematic errors
The following sources of systematic error have been investigated:
– background level and decay time dependence,
– changes in cut values,
– neutral-kaon decay time resolution,
– normalization procedure,
– absolute time measurement,
– regeneration correction.
As mentioned above, the level of background is fixed to the mean value of its three separate
determinations. The scatter of these values indicates an uncertainty on this mean level of 6%. The uncer-
tainty on the decay-time dependence of the background is determined from the errors on the parameters
obtained from the fit shown in Fig. 14. By varying both the level and decay time dependence of the back-
ground within their estimated uncertainties, the corresponding systematic errors on the fitted parameters
are determined.
The level and decay time dependence of the background at late decay times can be varied by
changing the values of the 9C-fit probability cuts at these decay times (see Section 5.2). These changes
in background level and shape lead to small variations in the values of the fitted parameters. This is
particularly true for m which has much greater sensitivity than φ+− or jη+−j to data beyond 10 − 12
τS. The values of other cuts have also been varied and found to give very small changes in the values of
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The final result (H) is also shown.
the fitted parameters. The magnitudes of the variations of the fitted parameter values due to changes in
cuts are taken as additional sources of systematic error.
The measured values of φ+−, jη+−j and m, stated earlier, have already been corrected for the
finite resolution of the neutral-kaon decay time. The sizes of these corrections, determined using high-
statistics simulated data, are −0.18, +0.042  10−3 and +0.7  107hs−1 respectively. The systematic
errors due to these corrections are obtained by varying the resolution correction, as a function of decay
time, by its uncertainty, due to the finite statistics of the simulated data.
The normalization procedure of applying event weights changes the fitted value of φ+− by +0.65,
of jη+−j by +0.02  10−3 and of m by −1.3  107hs−1. To determine the systematic errors induced
by the normalization procedure, a large number of different event-weight tables were constructed in
which the correction factors were varied randomly within their statistical uncertainties. The systematic
errors on the fitted parameters were then taken to be the standard deviations of the distributions of the
corresponding changes in their values due to the different event weighting.
Extensive studies have shown that after the kinematic constrained fit, the absolute time scale mea-
sured in the experiment is known with a precision of 0.2 parts per mil [7, 12]. Changing the absolute
time scale by this factor produces the shifts in the fitted parameters shown in Table 2.
The systematic uncertainties on the regeneration corrections have been determined by varying
both the real and imaginary parts of the neutral-kaon forward scattering amplitudes by their combined
statistical and systematic uncertainties. Contributions to the systematic errors due to uncertainties in the
positions, thicknesses and densities of the various elements of the detector traversed by the neutral kaons
were found to be negligible.
The values of all sources of systematic error on φ+− and jη+−j are shown in Table 2 for m fixed.
The errors arising from < m > and < τS > are calculated from the quoted corresponding uncertainties
[2]. Table 2 also shows the systematic errors on m for φ+− fixed.
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Source φ+− jη+−j  103 m 107hs−1
Background level 0.09 0.010 0.9
Background shape 0.04 0.005 0.5
Changes in cuts 0.16 0.008 3.0
Decay time resolution 0.06 0.010 0.2
Normalization procedure 0.07 0.001 0.3
Absolute time scale 0.03 0.001 0.1
Regeneration 0.19 0.019 0.7
Total syst. error 0.28 0.026 3.3
σ(m) 0.42 0.001
σ(τS) 0.03 0.007
Table 2: Systematic errors on the fitted values of φ+−, jη+−j and m.
7.3 Final results
Our final results for η+−, with m and τS fixed at the world average values from [2], are
jη+−j = (2.264  0.023stat  0.026syst  0.007τS) 10−3 ,
φ+− = 43.19  0.53stat  0.28syst  0.42m .
These results have approximately the same errors as the averages of all previous experiments [2], en-
abling the precision on the world average values to be improved by almost a factor of
p
2.
8 Summary and conclusions
Using a technique involving time-dependent decay-rate asymmetries between the decays of neutral
kaons whose strangeness has been tagged at production, CPLEAR has measured both the magnitude and
phase of the parameter η+−, describing CP violation in the decay of neutral kaons to pi+pi−. Our results
have a precision comparable to that of the current world-average values. Our value for φ+− is in good
agreement with the superweak phase [2]
φsw = arctan[
2m
Γ
] = 43.50  0.08,
where Γ = ΓS − ΓL, and is hence consistent with CPT invariance.
These results for η+−, along with other CPLEAR results and the most recent world average values
for other neutral-kaon parameters, have recently been used, together with the constraints of unitarity,
to determine Im(δ) with significantly increased accuracy, and also to somewhat reduce the error on
Re(δ) [13]. These parameters have, in turn, been used to improve considerably the limits on the K0-K0
mass and decay-width differences [3].
By considering the variations of the fitted values of φ+− and jη+−j with the gravitational potential,
CPLEAR has also recently made stringent tests of the Equivalence Principle for particles and antiparti-
cles [14].
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